
Outline

1. Share the results of the Tidal Saline Wetland 
Migration study (for the northern Gulf of 
Mexico)

2. Introduce how this dataset could be used for 
landscape conservation planning by showing 
wetland migration in local areas
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our study can identify open spaces that will be important for wetland migration as the sea level rises
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Barriers and opportunities for landward migration of tidal 
saline wetlands with sea-level rise and urbanization
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Source: MOMA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi everyone, as you probably know by now my name is Sinead Borchert and I work at the USGS wetland and aquatic research center in Lafayette, LA. Mike Osland is my supervisor. Laura Hundy is also here and she’s an Ecologist under Mike Osland at the center as well. I wanted to thank you all for taking the time out of your busy schedules to come meet with me. I’m here to talk about some completed work by Mike and Nicholas Enwright and the title of their project was “Barriers and opportunities for landward migration of tidal saline wetlands with sea-level rise and urbanization”. This completed work was funded by the USGS, USFWS, with help from the landscape conservation cooperatives, who also funded the second component of this project, which focuses on science integration. That’s a fancy way of saying that I’m here to present to you guys and see how this information on tidal saline wetland migration can benefit you and if there would be any useful products that I can provide you with – whether it be customized analyses or maps.



Our Team
(at the USGS, Wetland & Aquatic Research Center)
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Mike 
Osland

Nicholas 
Enwright

Kereen
Griffith

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned, this work has been completed. The Pis on the project were Mike Osland, who is a research ecologist, and Nicholas Enwright and Kereen Griffith, who are both geographers at the USGS Wetland and Aquatic Research Center.



What are tidal saline wetlands?

Salt flats Marshes Mangroves

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know that many of you here are aware of the diversity of tidal saline wetlands, but I wanted to give a brief overview of the various types which include salt flats, succulent, marshes, and mangroves



Gulf of Mexico coastal saline wetlands 
are abundant and diverse 

Mangrove trees and 
shrubs 

(mangrove forests)

Graminoid
plants

(salt marshes)

Succulent plants 
(salt marshes)

Algal mats 
(salt flats)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know that you all probably know this generally, but I want to provide a little review of the different types of coastal saline wetland that occur along the northern Gulf of Mexico shoreline. So you see in box A that you have algal or salt flats, which occur in hot, dry, and very salty environments. These are common in south Texas. In box B, as you move up into central Texas, you have succulent based salt marshes. Then as it gets colder and also wetter, such as in Louisiana you get graminoid based salt marshes, which are composed of grasses, sedges, and rushes. Then as it gets hotter and wetter, such as in Florida, you start to see mangrove forests.



Coastal wetlands support many 
ecosystem goods and services

• Coastal protection/resilience
• Flood mitigation
• Carbon sequestration
• Fish and wildlife habitat
• Nutrient and sediment removal
• Trophic linkages to coastal ecosystems
• Seafood 
• Recreation

Source: nola.com

Source: nola.com

Source: nps.gov

Source: 
tbep.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So Coastal wetlands support many ecosystem goods and services. Many ecologists argue that they are the most valuable ecosystems on the planet so there’s been a huge interest in conserving them. They provide coastal protection and resilience by holding the soil in place with their roots, which absorbs wave energy and reduces current velocity. They remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, storing it mostly in their soils. They provide fish and wildife habitat, including nursery areas for seafood. They improve water quality through nutrient and sediment removal. They link the aquatic and terrestrial environment. They also provide recreation opportunities



Salt marsh

Mangrove

Upland or freshwater forest

Freshwater marsh or upland grassland

Ecosystems and ecotones depend upon climate and landscape position 
(i.e., it’s not the same across the Gulf)  7

Wetland Migration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So where can wetlands potentially migrate or move horizontally into? On this slide I have the water line in blue with salt marsh on the top and mangrove forest on the bottom. These coastal wetlands are going to move into upland habitats and the amount that they can move into these habitats is going to  depend on the slope of the land and if any barriers are going to block them from doing so.



Space for horizontal migration
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High Slope
(not much area for horizontal migration)

Low Slope
(lots of room for horizontal migration)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Along the same lines if there’s a high slope there isn’t a lot of surface area for wetlands to move into. But if there’s low slope then there is potentially a lot of room for horizontal migration as the sea level rises.



Coastal cities are expanding rapidly

• 39 % of U.S. population lives in Coastal 
Shoreline Counties

• Expected increase in U.S. Coastal Shoreline 
Counties (2010-2020): 
– 37 persons/mi2 vs. 11 persons/mi2 for U.S. as a 

whole
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2011 as cited on NOAA’s State of the Coast
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to sea levels rising, the second problem for wetlands, which are in that land/water interface, is that development along the coast is increasing.



1940

11
Hammer et al. 2004. Landscape and Urban Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These graphics from Hammer et al are to show you how the density of housing units has increased over the years. This is the year 1940. Pay particular attention to the red, which is the highest density of housing units. As you go through the years you can see that the red is increasing, especially along the coast



1990

12
Hammer et al. 2004. Landscape and Urban Planning
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Hammer et al. 2004. Landscape and Urban Planning

2030

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have an interesting problem for landscape conservation design. While sea level is rising we also have increasing development, which poses a problem for coastal wetlands that are stuck right in that interface.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But where there are barriers, such as urban development, wetlands are unable to migrate



No space for horizontal migration
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Key questions for this project

• Where can landward migration of tidal saline 
wetlands occur?

• Where are there barriers for landward 
migration of tidal saline wetlands? 
– Barriers: current urban, future urban, leveed lands 

• How can existing protected lands accommodate 
landward migration of tidal saline wetlands? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned before a lot of this work was already completed. The questions we asked were… Where can landward migration of tidal saline wetlands occur? Where are there barriers for landward migration of tidal saline wetlands? Those barriers include current and future urban development as well as levees. For the third question: how can existing protected lands accommodate landward migration of tidal saline wetlands? With this follow up project, aka the reason I’m here now, we’re really focused 



Scenarios and Time Steps

Variables Values

Scenarios 0.5 m (1.6 ft)
1.0 m (3.3 ft)
1.2 m (3.9 ft)
1.5 m (4.9 ft)
2.0 m (6.6 ft)

Time steps Current 
2030 
2040
2050
2060
2100



Study area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our study area was the entire Northern Gulf of Mexico region. As I mentioned before, tidal range varies across the gulf and NOAA produced data for smaller local regions, called vdatum regions, which are in the blue boxes. In each of those regions we identified a different threshold for tidal saline wetlands relative to a tidal datum, which was mean higher high water (MHHW). Then we looked at migration and urbanization at two extents – we had a larger county-based study area outlined by the dashed gray line and a smaller elevation-based study area outlined in black. 



Determining the TSW Boundary

1. Current tidal saline wetlands
2. Map future wetlands by adding the sea-level rise 

increment for each time step-scenario 
combination

Elevation
data relative 

to mean
higher high 

water

National Wetland 
Inventory habitat data

presence/absence 
tidal saline wetlands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used the elevation data relative to mean higher high water and the national wetland inventory habitat data to determine that boundary .We transformed the vertical datum for the DEM to a tidal datum. Then we compared the elevations of cells classified as tidal saline wetland or not tidal saline wetland and use recursive partitioning or cart to identify that elevation threshold. Because tidal datums vary by region, the elevation threshold was different for each region. So if one of our 30 x 30 m mapped pixels was less than or equal to the local elevation threshold AND if it was a tidal saline wetland as mapped in the NWI, then we classified it as tidal saline wetland. If it was greater than the threshold or not classified as wetland, then it was not tidal saline wetland.



Future urban growth

SLEUTH 
Urban-growth model used 
by Terando et al. 2014 
(PLOS ONE) for the 
southeastern United States

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used projections of future urban grown modelled by Adam Terando and others at the southeast climate science center.



Current urban and current leveed

Current Urban
Areas identified as current 
urban in SLEUTH and the 2011 
USGS National Land Cover 
Database 

Current Leveed
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
National Levee Database and 
other local data

Homer et al 2015



Wetland Migration Corridors

Future tidal 
saline wetlands 

+
Current urban

+
Current leveed

+
Future urban

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We combined all these datasets to produce one final product
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Where is area available for landward 
wetland migration?

Enwright et al. 2016.
Frontiers in Ecology and 

the Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Areas available for migration (relative percent) by county.Spatially, much of the abundance is expected in south Louisiana and south Florida due to a low slope.Topographic barriers limit the landward migration of tidal saline wetlands along parts of southcentral Florida, the panhandle of Florida, Mississippi, and south Texas. 



Where will landward wetland migration 
be prevented by current urban barriers?

Enwright et al. 2016.
Frontiers in Ecology and 

the Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Area where migration is prevented by current urban land (relative ratio) by county.Barriers to landward migration of tidal saline wetlands from current and future urban development are most abundant in Florida in the coastal reach that extends from Tampa to Fort Myers.Florida partners probably most interested in this figureThis is relative ratio of the amount of barriers to the total amount of area of future tidal saline wetland migration. Focus on red where barriers are. Highest concentration from tampa to fort myers. Mobile, biloxi, houston, etc



Where will landward wetland migration 
be prevented by future urban barriers?

Enwright et al. 2016. 
Frontiers in Ecology and 

the Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Area where migration is prevented by future urban land (relative ratio) by county. Why does risk go down (get yellower) in some florida counties?�Fort myers to tampa still highest concentration. Not cumulative urban barriers.



Where will landward wetland migration 
occur on protected lands?

Enwright et al. 2016.
Frontiers in Ecology and 

the Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The relative percent of landward migration by county that is expected to occur on lands owned by federal, state, local, or private institutions with the capacity for continued conservation. This came from the protected areas databaseMuch of the landward migration of tidal saline wetlands in Louisiana occurred on unprotected lands (i.e., either publically-owned lands or privately-owned lands under conservation easements), whereas abundant migration in south Florida could be facilitated by the Everglades National Park. One interpretation: partners should be concentrated in dark green areas. Lots of area in south louisiana available for future TSW migration, but privately owned. Point out everglades region and coastal bend. TX less area occurring on protected lands with higher SLR scenarios.



Products

1. Data Series Report: Enwright, N.M., Griffith, K.T., and Osland, M.J., 2015, 
Incorporating future change into current conservation planning—Evaluating tidal 
saline wetland migration along the U.S. Gulf of Mexico coast under alternative 
sea-level rise and urbanization scenarios: U.S. Geological Survey Data Series 969, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.3133/ds969

2. Data available for download via Science Base: 
https://www.sciencebase.gov/catalog/item/55f742a8e4b0477df11c0a2b

3. Data available for viewing in a map viewer via the LCC Conservation 
Planning Atlas: 
http://gcpolcc.databasin.org/galleries/bbfff0152bb14aa5aea5012d02f3156f

4. Journal Article: Enwright, N.M., Griffith, K.T., and Osland, M.J. 2016.
Barriers and opportunities for landward migration of coastal wetlands with sea-
level rise. Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment 14:307-316.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To that end, ee have a number of products from this work that are already out there and published. We have a data series report, which goes into more technical detail than the journal article. The data are available 

http://gcpolcc.databasin.org/galleries/bbfff0152bb14aa5aea5012d02f3156f


Summary

• Where can landward migration of tidal saline wetlands 
occur?
- Louisiana, southern Florida, southern TX under higher SLR scenarios

• Where are there barriers for landward migration of tidal 
saline wetlands? 
– Urban development: coast from Tampa to Fort Myers, 

Houston/Galveston, Corpus Christi
– Levees: Louisiana, southern Florida, eastern Texas
– Topographic: Florida panhandle, south central FL, MS, southern TX

• How can existing protected lands accommodate 
landward migration of tidal saline wetlands? 
– Everglades, migration in LA on private lands

42

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To summarize, I want to recap how we answered each of these questions.



Conclusions

• Highlighted areas where coastal wetland 
migration is abundant and where there are 
barriers to migration

• Predict where wetlands will be able to travel in 
order to inform landscape conservation plans

• Increase the ability of coastal wetlands to adapt 
to rising sea levels

43

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In conclusion, this work highlights areas where coastal wetland migration is abundant or where there are high concentrations of barriers. By predicting where wetlands will be able to migrate landward we can better inform landscape conservation plans. Through smart landscape conservation design we can increase the ability of coastal wetlands to adapt to sea level rise.



Wetland Migration in Local Areas
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Mobile Bay NEP
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Mobile Area
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Local Work: Perch Creek (Dog River 
Tributary)

• Habitat assessments of areas of interest for 
conservation

• Deter development of upland buffers in these 
AOIs to facilitate salt marsh migration, filter 
pollutants, and mitigate flooding
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Source: City of Mobile and Moffatt & Nichol
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Source: City of Mobile and 
Moffatt & Nichol

• Under intermediate 
high SLR scenario
– 63 acres to TSW (33% 

of Area 1)
– 5.5 acres protected 

from urbanization

• Unique – fewer 
barriers to migration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These areas would facilitate the migration of tsw onto 63 acres and if they acquired 5.5 acres 



Dauphin Island and Bayou La Batre
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Gulf Shores and Bon Secour NWR
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Questions?
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SLEUTH Output (Terando et al. 2014)

• SLEUTH simulates four types of urban growth patterns:
1. Spontaneous growth 
2. New spreading urban centers
3. Edge growth around existing urban areas
4. Road-influenced growth

• Inputs:
1. A layer of areas excluded from development or highly 

resistant to urbanization (e.g., water bodies, wetlands)
2. Topographic layers (ease of developing an area)
3. The transportation network for at least three time 

periods
4. The historic urban extent for at least time periods
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74
Source: https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/sltrends/sltrends.shtml

Averaged by month – local relative mean sea level trends
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Source: http://www.ukcip.org.uk/wizard/future-
climate-vulnerability/ 



Calculating regional SLR

Equation: y = a(t1 - t0) + b(t1 - t0)2

Where:
y = SLR in m/year or mm/year
a = rate of historical SLR in mm/year
t0 = start time step 
t1 = end time step
b = acceleration constant

76

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will use the following equation for modeling regional sea level rise.  Where y =, a=, t0=, t1= and b=



Scenarios and time steps

Variables Values

Scenarios 0.5, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, and 2.0

Time steps Current, 2030, 2040, 2050, 2060, 
and 2100

Rate of Historical 
SLR (a)

1.7 mm/year*

Start time step (t0) 1992~

* Church and White 2011, IPCC 2013
~ Middle of Tidal Datum Epoch



SLR scenarios
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y(m) a t0 t1 b

0.5 1.7 1992 2100 0.027

1 1.7 1992 2100 0.070

1.2 1.7 1992 2100 0.087

1.5 1.7 1992 2100 0.113

2 1.7 1992 2100 0.156

Acceleration based on rate of 
change from 1992 to predicted 
2100 scenarios

y = SLR in m/year or mm/year
a = rate of historical SLR in mm/year
t0 = start time step 
t1 = end time step
b = acceleration constant



Scenarios and Time Step Combinations
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SLAMM and TSW Migration
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Differences Between Models

• Our focus was on the landward migration of wetlands

• Identified barriers to migration: current and future urban 
developments and leveed areas that overlap with migration 
corridors

• Gulf-wide extent vs. gold-standard modeling of smaller areas

• No attempt to predict whether current wetlands will be lost or keep 
pace with SLR or conversion to specific wetland types
– Precipitation
– Temperature 

• Different method to determine wetland/upland boundary
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Other groups are using tidal data to 
quantify the TSW boundary

82

Data Criteria Model Reference

Tidal
Highest elevation that is expected to 
flood at least once per month

SLAMM 6
Glick et al. 2013, 
Geselbracht et al. 
2011, and more

Tidal
Modified form of the MHHW surface 
shifted upwards in relation to the 
highest tide levels in the spring

NOAA SLR Viewer Marcy et al. 2011



Mean high water spring as a proxy

83Source: Chu-Agor et al. 2011



Tidal datums: a refresher
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Mean High Water Spring (MHWS)

NAVD88 is a based on a geopotential surface that represents mean sea level



Our approach:  data driven
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Elevation

Habitat
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Model regions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tidal Datum transformation uncertainty is quantified by NOAA VDatum region.  For consistency we will model data by VDatum region.



Change point analysis results 
(threshold values; unit = m above MHHW)

1.04

0.39

0.59

0.48

0.61

0.00/0.49
0.61

0.69 0.20
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